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The Lord shall reign forever,
your God, O Zion, for all generations.
Hallelujah.

—Psalms 146.10

MY NAME IS HANNAH. I AM SIXTEEN YEARS

OLD. IN A MATTER OF HOURS MYSELF AND

ALMOST 1000 OF MY fellow Jews, with
whom I’ve shared this rocky summit for the past
three years, will be obliterated from the face of this
earth. I must confess though, and may God forgive
me, there were many times when I’d tell myself that
I would do anything to stay alive—anything.

It is springtime of the year 3834*, the seventh year
of what our Roman oppressors call the Jewish
Revolt. Seven years—I can barely remember having
any life before I came here. Before, I feared death;
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before the screaming—the killing—the running—the
waiting.

And yet I did live, I am sure of it. I ran, but not in
panic. I played, but not to forget the horrors of the
day. I helped my parents collect olives in our grove,
not boulders and arrows to hurl at our murderers.

This massive, three-tiered edifice from which I
write these words soars more than 1000 feet above
the Dead Sea. Once a luxurious palace built for
King Herod, it is now our fortress and stronghold,
but, as we have accepted with great despair, it shall
not be our salvation.

I am drawn to this small, sunny nook on the
upper terrace when I must be quietly alone—to
think, away from the frightened voices surrounding
me. Here, I scratch out these final words in hope
that God, in God’s infinite wisdom and mercy, will
see to it that somehow our story is told; that our
people shall not perish, buried under the debris of
the Roman machinery of genocide. I implore my
memories to become my reality. I plead for the
return of the sounds of laughter and soft, light-
hearted, conversations of the past to drown out the
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hideous pounding echoing all around us—the cease-
less barrage of deadly rocks being catapulted
against our western wall. I beg the prayers I
whisper morning, afternoon, and evening each day
of my life, to resound in my ears that I may no
longer hear the taunting cries from the soldiers
below, calling for the Jews of Masada to surrender.

For most of the day, this terrace provides refuge
from the searing sun and strong south winds which
plague us, and I can gaze far into the distance, upon
the great expanse of what was once our homeland.
The sun is very bright, and I must squint my eyes
until they are nearly shut. When I do I can almost
see, as I look northwards, my beloved home, Ein
Gedi, a small, dry, dusty little village, close to the
shores of the Dead Sea, where our olive trees grew
so forgivingly in the parched, rocky soil. Their
leaves, gray-green with silvery underleaf, shim-
mered as the breeze played in their limbs. My
mother and I would sometimes pick the white, fra-
grant flowers which promised the fruit, and place
them in our hair. This always brought an apprecia-
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tive smile from my father, especially when we did
so while preparing ourselves for Shabbat.

Our orchard yielded plenty of olives for us; my
mother, father, and younger sister, Rebecca, had lots
to sell in the market in Jerusalem, more than three
days journey loaded down with our bounty, but
worth every mile and blister. Jerusalem, so vast,
exciting, and noisy! People crowding the streets of
the lower city, selling, buying, racing here and there
with pushcarts, baskets, and earthen pots of every
size. And of course, our beloved Temple, whose
sanctuary rising on its terraced site, was always the
first image to greet me as I entered the city. Jews
from all parts of the Galilee would come together
here to observe and celebrate the cycle of Jewish
life. Festivals in the gardens, sacrifices for the altar,
and within the inner courts, discussion of impor-
tant state matters. All secure behind her tall, strong
walls of stone, reassuringly protected from falling as
she once had, to Roman might and cruelty,

My young eyes and ears were my protection,
keeping me happily unaware of the gathering dark-
ness which was soon to take horrifying hold and
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eventually crush us. Frozen in that moment,
Jerusalem was a cornucopia of joyous adventure.
Brimming with anticipation of what the day might
bring, I paid little attention to the groups of men I
saw around the square huddled in urgent conversa-
tion. It was easy to ignore the merchants stockpiling
weapons and food.

I accompanied my mother in the market while
my father was off seeking buyers for our olives,
especially abundant that year. My mother was nego-
tiating a price for a bronze jug she wanted. The
woman in the next stall was displaying items of
much greater interest to a girl of thirteen. I found
myself captivated by make-up palettes of vibrant
reds, blues and greens, and tiny clay phials contain-
ing perfumes and delicately scented oils. She
showed me a most beautiful painted wooden comb
for my hair. I eyed it longingly. Amused, she
scooped my thick, dark hair up into the comb,
piling my ringlets at the top of my head. She
showed me my reflection in a polished silver tray
she kept for just such purposes. For an instant, I
caught a glimpse of the promise of my woman-
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